
Cosima, Noora & Elton
Three best-selling sofas from Bolia

Bolia proudly presents its three top-selling sofas, each epitomising the brand’s com-
mitment to comfort, design, and the use of durable, natural materials. Common to all 
Bolia sofa designs is that they are crafted by some of the world’s most talented design-
ers and handcrafted in Europe by the most skilled craftsmen and -women. Whether 
one is searching for a classic 3-seater, a minimalist modular sofa, or something even 

more personalized, Bolia customises the design to meet all individual needs.

Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger, Elton is a timeless sofa featuring clean lines 
complemented by soft cushions and a handcrafted oak frame. The components 
of this classic design are replaceable, ensuring longevity for generations to come.

Each of these best-selling sofas can be customised to fit perfectly in any space. 
Cosima and Noora are modular, and all three are available in an endless choice of 
fabrics, leathers and colours, so their expression can be transformed in the twin-
kling of an eye.

Bolia takes pride in offering customers the opportunity to craft their own cus-
tom-made designs. Whether using the brand’s online customizer or seeking ex-
pert advice in-store over a cup of freshly brewed coffee, customers can person-
alize each piece with the assistance of talented craftsmen.

Crafted by the renowned German design studio kaschkasch, the Cosima sofa is a 
haven of softness, perfect for creating a lounge atmosphere. Its low armrests and 
inviting backrest make it an irresistible invitation to relaxation. The Cosima sofa 
offers modularity, with the flexibility to choose between two seat depths, ensur-
ing users can tailor their comfort experience.

Noora, a creation by Bolia’s own design team, is a modular sofa that seamlessly 
blends craftsmanship, aesthetics, and comfort. Its simple yet elegant expression 
is enhanced by luxurious handmade details, low armrests, and sumptuously pad-
ded cushions. 

BOLIA

BOLIA is a Danish design company with 90 design stores across Europe as well as online 
shops in 30 countries and exclusive dealers in more than 50 countries around the world. 

The Bolia design collective includes world-renowned international designers who share a 
passion for longevity, handcrafted quality, and sustainable solutions. In close collaboration, 

two annual collections are created; always inspired by the ever-changing Scandinavian 
landscapes, and with every design tailor-made to fit the customer’s needs.
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